Structural features of facial images directly affect the performance of the image completion model. However, most existing work does not make full use of spatial dependence to extract features, and cause the semantics and structure of completion being inconsistent with the context. This paper addresses this issue using a bi-directional pixel long-short time memory (LSTM) network. Specifically, it consists of two LSTM subnetworks and can simultaneously scan the input image row by row or column by column, thereby the extracted features contain the dependence information among rows or among columns. Through a fusion operation of these features, the complete spatial dependence information is included. In addition, the parameters of the decoder and discriminator are automatically adjusted to accommodate the proposed bi-directional pixel LSTM. Finally, compared with existing state-of-the-art methods, experimental results show our superior performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a recognized or detected object, the image plays an important role in the field of computer vision. Inevitably, in visual sensors and real-world conditions, images are subject to occlusion or noise during transmission. Unfortunately, the masked images would greatly reduce the performance of various computer vision models, including recognizers and detectors, and cause great inconvenience to computer vision tasks [1] . Consequently, it is of great significance to use the known area of the masked image to complete the masked image as a real image as much as possible.
Image completion is a technique that reconstructs an occluded image into the same image as the original image using information from a known region. Currently, the image completion techniques can be roughly divided into two groups: the traditional completion method based on patch matching [2] - [5] and the deep learning method based on automatic feature extraction [6] - [8] . The traditional completion method searches for the patches that are similar in pattern and structure to the original image from the existing material, and then copies them to the masked region [9] . Although this The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dalei Wu . method gets realistic results in case of a small mask or a fixed model (e.g., single pattern background), it fails to generate contents not presenting in the material because of relying heavily on existing image patches. In this case, the use of deep learning to automatically extract features to generate missing regions is a meaningful approach. Except that, this method has been successfully applied in many fields such as image processing [10] , sentiment analysis [11] , [12] and signal processing [13] .
In the deep learning method based on automatic feature extraction, whether it is generative adversarial network (GAN) [14] or variational auto-encoder (VAE) [15] , the image completion model learns the patterns and structures through the features of image, and generates a contextconsistent content according to patterns and structures of masked images. Therefore, the quality of feature extraction directly affects the performance of the completion model. To optimize the feature extraction in the completion model, many works have been proposed. The work [16] proposed a semantic regularization network. A dual-network generation structure from coarse to fine was explored in [17] . A multi-scale neural patch synthesis approach was developed in [18] . In addition, the improvement of the generator can also improve the performance of the completion model.
For example, the convolutional neural network (CNN) [6] , dilated convolution [19] and partial convolution [20] enhanced the performance of the completion network by improving the performance of encoder responsible for feature extraction in the generator. Furthermore, in order to generate more detailed textures, hybrid dilated convolution (HDC) [21] and laplacian-pyramid-based convolution (LPC) [22] used U-Net based method and multi-scale theory to extract texture features in facial images. However, in the existing methods, the edges of the completion region regularly have structural and semantic discontinuities, since the spatial dependence of images is not used to extract features. This makes people feel unrealistic visually. For this problem, this paper proposes a bi-directional pixel LSTM network that uses spatial dependence to extract features of facial images.
Just as the long-short time memory (LSTM) network successfully usese sequence dependency to generate semantic and structural coherent sentences [23] , many LSTM based models have been widely applied. These models share the weights and states of existing pixels on a spatial scale (two-dimensional) by the memory unit, and predict the probability distribution of next pixel. Including spatial LSTM [24] , pixel CNN [25] and pixel RNN [26] , [27] , they detected image pixel by pixel and generate pixels one by one. In the generated pixels, as the weights and states between the pixels are shared, each generated pixel is not independent and affects each other, which makes the generated image and the existing image semantically and structurally coherent. However, in the above networks, the number of recursion required to generate a picture is large, which inevitably consumes large computing resources. Besides, they can only generate subsequent images and cannot actually generate corresponding images for the middle occluded regions.
To address the above problems, by redesigning the generator, this paper proposes an efficient bi-directional pixel LSTM network that uses spatial dependence to extract features. It includes two LSTM subnetworks: a bi-directional row-series LSTM and a bi-directional column-series LSTM. They scan images row by row or column by column from two directions, and obtain row-series dependence features or column-series dependence features, respectively. Then, a fusion network is used to fuse the row-series dependence features and the column-series dependence features into a feature vector that shares weights and states with all pixels on a spatial scale (including rows and columns). In this way, the bi-directional LSTM network not only extracts features of images by using spatial dependencies, but also reduces the number of network recursion. To further reduce the number of recursions, unlike pixel-by-pixel generation, this paper uses deconvolution to map features into generated facial images. Finally, some experiments are conducted to verify our superior performance.
II. THE PROPOSED METHOD
This section describes in detail the proposed method, which consists of two modules. The one is generator that generates missing area images and the other is discriminator that improves the training stability. The overall framework is shown in Fig. 1 .
A. GENERATOR
Generator G can establish the relationship between the masked facial image and the full face image via two steps. Different from context encoder (CE) using the self-encoder [6] , this paper no longer uses the convolution neural network as the encoder to learn the features, but utilizes the pixel LSTM network (it can be replaced with a bi-directional pixel LSTM network) for extracting completed features of spatial dependence. As shown in Fig. 1 (a) , firstly, the masked facial image is resized as 64 × 64, and is used as input to obtain a high-dimensional feature representation through single layer of convolution neural networks. Then the feature representation layers are used to learn forward and reverse spatial dependence features through the bi-directional pixel LSTM layers. The bi-directional pixel LSTM outputs two vectors with small-size and same scale, and undergoes feature fusion through a fully connect network to obtain the final feature vector h.
Before entering the network, since the image is a three-dimensional data type containing three channels, to facilitate the operation of our network, the CNN layer is used to compress the three channels of the image into one channel. The output channel of the CNN with a convolutional kernel (W) size of 1×1 is 1, so the input image is compressed to 1 channel in the case of same size. Setting the input masked image matrix asĪ ∈ R w×h , the convolutional amount matrix of the image isX ∈ R w×h , the final compression matrix of image is X ∈ R w×h , and the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) is used as the activation function. The compression operations are as follows:
where X i,j is the entry at i-th column and j-th row of a matrix X. X i, * and X * ,j denote i-th column and j-th row of matrix X, respectively. TheX i,j andĪ i,j are similar with X i,j . For the convenience of representation and transcription, we will denote X i, * and X * ,j as vector x c i and x r j in the following paper, respectively.
1) BI-DIRECTIONAL PIXEL LSTM
The biggest difference between sequence dependence and spatial dependence is in the dimension. One is one-dimensional and the other is two-dimensional. Points in the data with sequence dependence depend on left-adjacent past points in one dimension, while points with spatial dependence depend not only on the left-adjacent points but also on the top-adjacent points in two dimensions. Therefore, a network that can extract features using spatial dependencies VOLUME 8, 2020 needs to pass dependencies simultaneously in two dimensions. However, traditional LSTM networks can only pass sequence dependencies in one dimension [23] . In the pixel LSTM network, we also use both the row-series LSTM and the column-series LSTM to extract features in both dimensions using row and column dependence, respectively, and then use a fusion network to fuse the features of the two LSTM networks, which make it satisfy the spatial dependence. The overview of pixel LSTM network is shown in Fig. 2 .
We treat the compression X of input facial image as a sequence of columns or a sequence of rows:
The former is a column sequence set, each column sequence is a vector corresponding to the column label i, and the latter is a row sequence set, and j is a row label.
. , x r h } enter the column-series LSTM and the row-series LSTM to obtain the corresponding final states set h c w and h r h , respectively. We take the final states and outputs as the feature vector.
2) COLUMN-SERIES LSTM NETWORK
Similar to the general LSTM accepting sequence set data [23] , our row-series LSTM accepts line sequence sets
. , x c w } as inputs. It makes the sequence of columns at this moment depend on the sequence of columns in the previous moment through the column memory unit c c i . The detail is listed in the follow:
In these equations, 
The structure diagram is shown in Fig. 2 .
4) BI-DIRECTIONAL COLUMN-SERIES LSTM
Similar to the column-series LSTM, the bi-directional column-series pixel LSTM also treats the compression X of the input picture as a column sequence set
. , x c w } and serves as an input to the network. In the bi-directional column-series pixel LSTM, there are two LSTM subnetworks that can simultaneously scan from both directions of the sequence, resulting in forward 
5) BI-DIRECTIONAL ROW-SERIES LSTM
The bi-directional row-series LSTM has the same network as the bi-directional column-series LSTM. Its input is the row sequence set {x r 1 , x r 2 , . . . , x r j , . . . , x r h }, and the output is the row state set {h r 1 , h r 2 , . . . , h r j , . . . , h r h }. Finally, we take h c w and h r h from the final output state set as the features, and then use a fusion network to fuse h c w and h r h into a feature h that can interact with each other and contain all the feature information. The fusion network is introduced later.
To correlate the two feature vectors, we concatenate h c w and h r h firstly, and use a fully connected network to fuse them into h, and each value in h is affected by both feature vectors. To enlarge the vector h into an image, we dimensionally expand h to make it a matrix H ∈ R l×1×1 , where l is the length of the vector h. Then, the activation function is ReLU. Fusion network is shown in Fig. 4 .
In the decoder, we use these features to enlarge the original resolution by transpose convolution layers. The feature vector VOLUME 8, 2020 FIGURE 5. In the training process, the goal of generator G is to generate a real picture as much as possible to deceive the discriminator D. The goal of D is to separate the generated image from the real image. Thus, G and D constitute a dynamic ''mini-max game process''.
H passes through several layers of deconvolution [28] and BN layers like DCGAN [29] to finally obtain a completed face image. In addition to the output layer using tanh function as the activation function, each convolution layer uses a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) as the activation function.
To improve the efficiency of training and confront vanishing gradient, we add a batch normalization (BN) layer to the deconvolution layer of each layer, which makes the output values of each layer normalized to the same distribution. Since we use the BN layer, it is no need to use the dropout.
B. DISCRIMINATOR
The generator can be trained to create pixels in missing region to minimize the reconstruction errors. Since the output of generator is a high-dimensional tensor, the generator is unstable and hard to train. The generative results are blurry and only capture the coarse contours of facial components. To generate realistic images and exquisite texture details, we use global discriminator D glo and local discriminator D loc to assist the generator in adversarial training.
A discriminator is a binary recognition network that predicts the probability that an input image belongs to a real image. The local discriminator D loc identifies the authenticity of the local completed region and the global discriminator D glo identifies the authenticity of the entire image. In our model, the generator G is trained together with the local and the global discriminators, which enable the generated results to maintain context consistency globally and locally. During the training process, the generator G is trained to generate an image that the discriminator recognizes as true, and the discriminator is trained to recognize the generated result as false. This process is a dynamic ''mini-max game process'', and is shown in Fig. 5 .
C. LOSS FUNCTION
To complete the realistic facial result, we use three loss functions as joint loss to build the training optimized goal. Firstly, we introduce a reconstruction loss function L rec , which is the mean square error (MSE) with distance between generated pixels and real pixels. L rec can only roughly capture the contours and shapes of facial components. However, to capture the texture details of a real facial image, we need two adversarial losses L loc−adv and L glo−adv to assist reconstruction loss. The completed network joint loss is the sum of L loc−adv , L glo−adv and L rec , which makes generative result more realistic. The joint is defined as:
where M is a random mask which is a binary matrix for building occlusive facial images as the input with the real facial images I. The • is the pixel-wise multiplication. L rec provides a major training gradient of facial component shape for generator network.
where L loc−adv and L glo−adv are adversarial loss for the discriminator which is a cross entropy function and used to measure the difference information between the real label and the discriminator value. When training the generator, the optimizer maximizes adversarial losses, and when training discriminator, the optimizer minimizes adversarial losses. p date (I) and p z (z) represent the distributions of noise variables z and real data I, respectively [14] . 
the λ loc and λ glo are weights of the adversarial losses, which are used to balance the effect of each loss function on the generative results.
III. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we demonstrate the performance and generated results of our model through experiments. Due to the work of this paper is mainly focused on generator, in order to make comparative experiments more meaningful, we mainly use different generators (CNN [6] , Dilated CNN [19] , Partial CNN [20] , Hybrid dilated CNN [21] and Laplacian pyramid CNN [22] ) to compare with our model.
A. DATASET
As one of the largest and most influential datasets, the CelebA [30] dataset contains 202,599 celebrity facial images with 178 × 218 pixels. Here, we use 190,000 images to train our model to learn how to complete masked facial image. For the rest of images, we slip 10,000 images as testing set to test performance of our model and 2,599 images as validation set to adjust hyper-parameters of our model. We refer to the training process in [19] and generate the random mask for training in the [48, 96]-pixel range. During the training process, the scale of mask for each training example is different and the positions of masks are controlled into masking facial region instead of background. Our network is forced to learn the effective information to increase the training stability. We use equation (13) as the cost function of training and randomly select 100 images as a batch to be imported into the model for training. We use Adam optimizer to train our model and set the learning rate to be 0.001. To balance the ability of generator and discriminator, the loss function weights are defined as: λ loc = 100 and λ glo = 100. We use the testing set images which is not used in training to evaluate the performance of our model and compare our network with some exiting work to prove the importance of spatial dependence.
B. IMPLEMENT DETAIL 1) GENERATOR
The first layer of generator is a convolution layer with 3 × 3-kernel size, 1-number of kernel and stride = 1. To balance the effect of row-series LSTM and column-series LSTM on the final state, we use the same layers of row-series and column-series LSTM. After comparing the effects of pixel LSTM with different layers on the generated results, we choose the 1 number of layers that works best. The output size of the pixel LSTM is 1 × 1 × 64. The detail of compared experiment will be shown in the next part. The fusion network first concatenates the output state of row-series and columnseries LSTM into a state with a size of 1 × 1 × 128, and uses a fully connect network to fuse the two states into final state as 1 × 1 × 64-size. Similar to DCGAN [29] , we use the layers of transpose convolution to represent final state into pixels in missing region. Each transpose convolutional layer with strides = 2 doubles the size of the final state and reduces the depth by half, and the activation function of transpose is rectified linear unit (ReLU). Between each transpose convolution, we use BN layer to improve training efficiency. The transpose convolution layers enlarge final sate until size as 64 × 64 × 64. At last, we use a convolution layer with 3 × 3-kernel size, 3-number of kernel as output layer and tanh as activation function to get the final output with 64 × 64 × 3-size. The generator details are listed in Table 1 .
2) DISCRIMINATOR
For the local and global discriminators, we refer to [19] . Each layer of local and global discriminators is convolution with 5 × 5-kernel size and 2 × 2-strides. The number of local discriminator is 1 more than global discriminator. To improve the training efficiency, we still add BN layer between every layer. After convolution layers, we flatten the tensor as a single vector and use fully connect layer to output 1024-dimension vector and the value is range in [-1,1] presenting context around local completed region and global image. Thus, we use tanh function as the fully connect layer activation, and for the rest convolution, we use ReLU as the activation. Finally, we still use a single fully connect layer and a sigmoid function, to output a value in [0,1]-range which represents the probability that the image is real. The discriminator details are shown in Table 2 .
C. COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ARTS METHODS
In order to evaluate the performance of our model, we compare our network with CE network [6] , GL network [20] , PConv [19] and HDC [21] . The CE uses convolution layers for feature extracting, GL uses dilated convolution layers for feature extracting, PConv uses partial convolution for feature extracting, HDC uses U-Net based convolution for feature extracting, LPC uses Laplacian pyramid based convolution and our network uses pixel LSTM layers for VOLUME 8, 2020 feature extracting. By comparing the effects of these models, one can know whether the using spatial dependence can better learn the face structure.
Since the CE and GL are originally not trained for faces and control experiment hyper-parameters, we retrain CE, GL, PConv, HDC and LPC by our training process with the same training data-set. Firstly, the result images of CE, GL, HDC, LPC and our network are shown with the same random and irregular mask, we directly analyzed the differences in the result images. Besides, we use the two parameters Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) to evaluate the effects on these seven models CE, GL, PConv, HDC, LPC, pixel LSTM and bi-directional pixel LSTM. The PSNR means quality of image and SSIM means relation between generative image and original image. We use the whole test-set (10,000 images) to test the seven models. We randomly select 5 samples from test-set. Compared result of CE, GL, HDC and bi-directional pixel LSTM are shown in Fig. 6 .
The compared results show that although the CE, GL, LPC and HDC can haply generate suitable facial feature in missing region, the semantics of the generated region are different from those of the surrounding region. The generative region is still blur and edges of the generated region are more pronounced than ours. The reason is that CE, GL, LPC and HDC do not make full use of spatial dependence between pixels to learn face structure and they do not understand face structure for each facial image good enough. Generative region pixels are not related with known region pixels. However, our results depend spatially on each pixel in a known region, and the pixels of our results are related with known region. Therefore, our model can achieve better results when completing the facial image of a symmetric positive face with similar patterns. Besides, the CE model consumes twice as much time in the training process as we do.
However, 5 samples do not illustrate our model performance. We use test-set containing most of the symmetric face images to test CE network, GL network, PConv network, HD Conv, LP Conv, pixel LSTM network and bi-directional pixel network, and use PSNR and SSIM to evaluate the performance of each model. To test our model more comprehensively, we test the model in 5 different, random and irregular masks (M1-M5). We remove redundant background information. The masks are shown in Fig. 7 and the results are shown in Tables 3-4 .
One can see from the table. our network work better than CE network, GL network, HDC network and LPC network by using spatial dependence. This illustrates that using bi-directional pixel LSTM as encoder which using spatial dependence is better than convolution, dilated convolution, U-Net and laplacian pyramid based convolution. Besides, compared bi-directional pixel LSTM with pixel LSTM, we understand that not using the whole spatial dependence (''pass'' and ''future'') is not good enough. Finally, it is actually important in learning face structure. Although our network can achieve satisfactory results when supplementing symmetrical face images, it does not perform well when complementing asymmetric face images. The generative result can not original facial structures. This is because the training samples in the training set are mostly symmetrical faces, the local features of the CNN are not extracted, and the network has some redundancy. Therefore, the network cannot learn the asymmetric face structure well. Instances of failure are shown in Fig. 8 .
D. COMPARISON WITH DIFFERENT LAYERS
Our study found that if encoder is not as strong as decoder, the decoder cannot generate different results from different inputs and can only generate the settled result. Thus, in this part, we analyze and compare the effect of bi-directional pixel LSTM with different layers on the results and find the number of layers that work best.
We train 6 models with different layers of bi-directional pixel LSTM in 1K iterations training process and use 1 irregular mask test the result. We still use PSNR and SSIM evaluate the results of the experiment, but we use validation-set (2,599 images) verify the result. The result and mask are shown in Fig. 9 . The ploy-line graph shows that layers 1 and 2 for PSNR and SSIM are high while PSNR and SSIM are low and steady for layer 3 or more. Moreover, the captured spatial dependence disappears as the number of layers increases and the spatial dependence information is unbroken. The vanishing spatial dependence information makes the generative result VOLUME 8, 2020 bad while the whole spatial dependence makes result good. Thus, 1 layer of bi-directional pixel LSTM is enough to be as strong as decoder, we select bi-directional pixel LSTM of 1 layer as our encoder.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we analyzed the importance of spatial correlation for face images and proposed a bi-directional pixel LSTM model that captures the spatial dependence in images. We use this model to learn face structure and complete the mask facial image by using spatial dependence information. In the experiments, we compared our network with exiting work and different layers of bi-directional pixel LSTM, and experimental results show that the overall performance of our model has been improved and performs well in the case of symmetric positive faces, but the generalization of the model has also been reduced due to the lack of local features.
In future work, we intend to use the face feature point recognition model [31] to help the completion model to use the face feature point information to learn the structure of the asymmetric face during training. What's more, we still consider using spatial-temporal attention mechanism [32] or 3D convolution [33] complete the masked face in video.
